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Kari Lake’s Bribery Audio a Reminder That Elites Control
Both Parties  
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This week, Republican Arizona U.S. Senate
candidate Kari Lake released an audio
recording of what sounds like the state GOP
chair bribing her on behalf of people “back
East” to drop out of politics. The GOP chair
resigned the next day, but the audio
illustrates that elites exert massive influence
on not just the Democratic Party, but the
Republican Party as well. Former Arizona
legislator Liz Harris joins us to provide more
context on the call and how this relates to
Arizona election-integrity efforts.  

Segments in this episode include:  

@ 11:00 | Former Arizona legislator Liz Harris discusses the “politics as usual” nature of the Lake audio
and the challenge of securing the state’s elections;   

@ 22:46 | Texas Gov. Greg Abbott is calling Biden a lawless president and invoking the U.S.
Constitution as support for his state’s defiance of this week’s Supreme Court ruling;  

@ 33:44 | An English man who plays piano in public had a run-in with what appears to be Chinese
communist plants looking to stir up trouble.  

RELATED  

Read “Can Texas Constitutionally Engage in War and Protect Itself From Imminent Danger?” 

Watch “Marly Hornik: Restoring Lawful Elections” 

Click here to learn how you can help restore election integrity. 
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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